Trusted Data Markets - the Role of Data Quality

ABSTRACT

Optimization of information exchange among data producers and consumers in external settings between business partners, and internally within large organizations, is becoming increasingly important. Historically, information was exchanged informally based on established relationships through direct interaction. However, as more information exchanges move online involving digital products, challenges have arisen: parties to an exchange don’t know each other, data needs are time sensitive, multidimensional and dynamic, quality of data assets is unknown or difficult to ascertain, and technology differentials are significant. Many techniques have arisen to moderate these problems, but significant inefficiencies continue making exchange costly and time-consuming. Electronic marketplaces, which have proven successful at minimizing transaction costs of physical product exchanges, are now being applied to information products. But current electronic data markets have important shortcomings that have not been adequately addressed. Trusted Data Markets provide a framework for addressing those shortcomings, in particular trust issues associated with data quality.
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